JS UPVC AND GLASS SOLUTIONS
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DESIGNING
THE FUTURE
TOGETHER
There’s some one
behind every window

PASSION
FOR WHAT
WE DO

Why Does It Have To Be
One Or The Other ?

A New Stranded to Flow

How Free Are You
To Make A Decisions ?

Maintenance Free
PSP Windows are dirt resistant and easy to
maintain with normal soap water

Fire Retardant
PSP windows are ﬁre retardant. During ﬁre,
once source of ﬁre is removed, a
carbonaceous layer is formed preventing
supplying of oxygen and stops the spread.

Termite & Corrosion Resistance
PSP windows are termite and corrision
resistant. Salts, acids, alkali and waste
gases cannot corrode the window system.

Strong R&D Team
Our trained engineers aids customers with
speciﬁc solutions with respect to segments
of extrusion, fabrication, installation &
service with a penchant for innovative
systems to cater to market dynamics.

Lead Free Prole
Lead being a cancer generating agent, we
develop lead free proﬁle to avoid health
hazards to people. It also provides longer
window life with stronger weld strength and
better UV resistance.

Large Reinforcement Space
PSP starategic designing of reinforcement
space allows large doors for sunlight &
scenic view and usage in high rises.

Designed For Indian Weather Condition
PSP proﬁle can withstand extreme weather
condition like heat, wind and rain. Which is
harsh in Indian sub continent.

World’s Best Raw Materials
Best & ﬁnest grades of raw materials
sourced from Europe, processes under
PLC SCADA based auto Weighing &
Batching System with consistent quality to
ensure the enhanced UV resistance.

Wide Product Ranges
Unic versatile designs with engineering
principles have led to develoupment of
various proﬁle that are suitable for budget
apartments to most premium villas.

State of the art Manufacturing Facility
Best ofﬁce ﬂexibility when it comes to stock
ordering and customized dispatch services.
We also assure lowest lead time. This
ensure easy cash ﬂow, logistics and
inventory planning for the fabricators.

Flexible Stock Ordering & Lowest Lead Time
SPS offer ﬂexibility when it comes to stock
ordering and customized dispatch services.
We also assure lowest lead time. We also
assure lowest lead time. This ensure easy
cash ﬂow, logistics and inventory planning
for the fabricators.

Sound Insulation
Not only do they provide thermal insulation
but also special sound insulation.

Design Friendly

High Impact Resistance

A creative collection of proﬁles mix matched
with combinations like bayspoles coupled
windows , combination windows, etc oru
forte.

PSP windows are designed and specially
formulated to withstand high impacts during
handling and installation.

Aesthetics
Looks matter the most . With this
understanding, SPS windows are
adaptable to develop attractive designs,
ranges and wooden ﬁnish laminated

Strong Couplers
Our unique coupler designs for large
windows offer stronger resistance to wind
loads.

Strong R&D Team
Our trained engineers aids customers with
speciﬁc solutions with respect to segments
of extrusion, fabrication, installation &
service with a penchant for innovative
systems to cater to market dynamics.

Extra Durability
PSP Windows do not wrap, twist, or split.
Impact modiliers in our proﬁles are treated
with special additives, thereby making the
material extremely long lasting.

High Weather resistence
PSP windows are specially developed
keeping in mind for Long exposures to sun,
rain, wind & mosture cannot affect the
window or durability..

Air Quality
Indoor Air Quality can be maintained by
avoiding interior energy loss PSP windows
are well designed to save energy.

Excellent Cost Benet
UPVC proﬁles save a lot of costs in terms of
maintenance & saving energy when
Compared to Timber / Aluminium frames
which are approximately 40% - 50% more
expensive.

Extra UV Resistance
PSP windows offer 100% UV resistance
with 8 part of TiO2, which helps in retaining
whiteness against exposure to sun.

Mug Mash Option
To protect against insects, We have two bug
mesh option available for our sliding
system.

Training & Developement
Intense training on fabrication and
installation that makes partner sales team
self-reliant & competent.

WHY PREFER UPVC PROFILE FOR WINDOWS & DOORS
 UPVC Windows & Doors can instantly give any room a face-ﬁt. They look
elegant and provide insulation against noice, dust, rain, pollution and
raising energy costs making them ideal for Indian Living climate-Designed
for Indian Conditions.
 They are easy to install and can be used to change the character of any
room extend it or bring in more light.
 A new age window material made from UV rasistant UPVC blend to with
stand extreme climate.
 Superior insulation from outside heat as UPVC is a better insulator.
 Professional installation and perfect sealing ensures insulation from noise,
dust & pollution.
 Dose not expand or shrink, dose not rust or corrode and never fades.
 Rain track and sealinsulates from rain and hurricane bars withstand string
winds.
 Termite resistant and low maintenance-requires no painting only routine
cleaning.
 Self-extinguishing and dose not propagate ﬁle: Allow easy escape in case
of ﬁre.
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